INTRODUCTION
If you are one of the many people who use social media daily, chances are you have shared copyrighted photographs, retweeted copyrighted Vines, and reblogged copyrighted GIFs, all of celebrities or anonymous people you know only through the meme itself, and you have never paid a cent to anyone.' Social media is a huge and profitable business, and it is often stated that much of it is based on user-generated content. Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr are nothing without the people who upload to the sites, but social media is frequently not about the posting of content you have generated yourself, but rather the reposting of content you have seen other people post, often without the knowledge or consent of either the rights-owner or the people in the content itself. These viral re-posts and sharing of other people's forms of creativity are often called internet memes. Recent European Union digital copyright proposals have exposed the tenuous legal nature of internet memes, 3 and a number of confused legal disputes have further underlined the complicated tangle of laws implicated by internet memes.4
The problem begins with the very definition of the word "meme," which is used to encompass an enormous gamut of behavior. Previous articles have argued that meme usage is fair use, with an implication that meme usage is a single interchangeable activity, identical in all circumstances. 5 This article denies this simplification of meme usage, which does a disservice to the vast amount of complexity that memes represent and which might permit meme usage to swallow up copyright law (or vice versa). Instead, this article identifies the reality that meme usage on the internet falls on a spectrum from static use to mutating use and examines how this spectrum of use has implicitly affected the legal arguments surrounding certain memes. It proposes that an overt understanding of the spectrum of meme usage can aid in delineating the unique characteristics possessed by certain memes, which cause them to deserve careful protection for their societal value while simultaneously challenging existing structures of legal analysis. The article concludes by highlighting how memes can be legally analyzed along the spectrum to best account for the often-clashing interests of three communities: (1) those who use memes, (2) those who create memes, and (3) those who become memes. [Vol. 52:387 FAMOUS ON THE INTERNET I. THE SPECTRUM OF MEME USAGE "Meme" is a word used in a very expansive and often imprecise way, on the internet and off it. 6 Even websites dedicated to keeping a scholarly historical record of memes, like Know Your Meme, do not define the term. 7 Richard Dawkins coined the word in 1976 and originally defined it as "any 'unit of cultural transmission' that stays alive by 'leaping from brain to brain."' 8 Internet memes have been described as "the cultural parallel of genes," characterized by imitative behavior. 9 Some sources seem to imply that "meme" is synonymous with internet phenomenon or viral sensationo while others reserve "meme" for a more specific subset of internet behavior that involves pasting captions onto other people's photos." Know Your Meme, meanwhile, straddles in between the two, showcasing basic caption manipulation as well as viral sensations with more complicated histories. 12 Tumblr's librarian keeps an archive of the website's fast-moving memes, using trends in meme development to identify corresponding societal trends. 13 Memes can be virtually anything, and text-based memes focused on particular sentence structuring are increasingly common and popular.14 However, this article focuses on the particular subset of visual memes because visual media, such as a photograph or a 11. See, e.g., MEME GENERATOR, https://memegenerator.net/ (last visited Nov. 15, 2017).
12. See generally KNOW YOUR MEME, http://knowyourmeme.com (last visited Nov. 15, 2017).
13. Carpenter, Meme Librarian, supra note 10. drawing, are far more likely to be copyrighted and to raise a number of legal issues not necessarily implicated by text-based memes. Specifically, visual memes, more than text-based memes, cause a collision of three clashing interests: (1) those who use the meme, (2) those who created the visual image at the heart of the meme (and thus often own the legal copyright to it), and (3) those who were depicted in the visual image (and thus might have recourse to privacy or publicity rights). For the first interest, the visual internet meme is often a vital communicative tool expressing particular ideas that cannot be expressed in any other way. For the second interest, the visual internet meme can be seen as a work of their own creativity whose co-option by the internet at large is an act of infringement. For the last interest, the visual internet meme can be a violation of their privacy, resulting in severe emotional distress.
This article proposes that these visual memes are not used in one universal way but instead are used in a spectrum of ways that affect how society and the law thinks about each one. At one end of the spectrum are "static" uses of memes; at the other end of the spectrum are "mutating" uses of memes. Depending on the meme's location on the spectrum, the different interests of these three stakeholders should gain different amounts of prominence in a legal analysis of the meme.
A. Static Memes
Static memes are those uses of visual images that are mere reproductions of an image without altering it in any way or imbuing it with any new meaning. In this use, nothing of recognizable value has been added to the visual image beyond the fact of the visual image itself. The visual image may be altered slightly but it remains just a posting of the visual image in the context that the image was originally intended.
A good example of a static use of a meme is the prevalence on social media of a well-known photograph of the aftermath of the World Trade Center terrorist attacks, which calls to mind the well- of that photograph to remember 9/11 adds nothing to the photograph itself; it is the use of the photograph in the way that it was intended. 16 The use of the photograph in this way communicates nothing new beyond the photograph's original context.
Another slightly different example of a static use of a meme is one in which the visual image does not communicate anything without an accompanying text to explain the point that the user is making. This is different from the first example, where there is indeed some instantaneous communication. A picture, after all, is frequently worth a thousand words. But in some situations, a picture is worth no words except the ones added to explain it. Take, for example, a tweet of a photograph of a bowl of Skittles. That, in and of itself, tells you not much. Maybe the user really likes Skittles? Maybe the user really hates Skittles? It is only if the photograph is juxtaposed with explanatory text that the Skittles photograph can be used to communicate something. For instance, if you tweet the photograph of a bowl of Skittles with the caption "If I had a bowl of skittles [sic] and I told you just three would kill you. Would you take a handful? That's our Syrian refugee problem," 17 the photograph about the Skittles becomes about the Syrian refugee crisis. However, on its own, that visual image has communicated nothing.
B. Mutating Memes
Static memes stand in stark contrast to mutating memes. Mutating memes are those uses of visual images that have morphed beyond their origin to act as their own form of communicative shorthand.
1 8 The re-posting of a mutating meme does not merely re-use the image in its original context, nor does it compel the user to read further to learn the full picture. The mutating meme itself is the entire communication, a new one that has been imbued with meaning beyond that intended by the original creator, buoyed by 16. See id. at 610-11 (noting that the photographer immediately recognized the similarity exploited in later social media postings).
17. the collaborative creativity of its replication through varied internet communities, all of them adding their own stamp and commentary. 19 A mutating use of a meme is a very different creature from the static uses described above, such that it makes little sense to treat them as legally the same thing. Mutating memes may be "copied," but this act of copying is actually a mutation (or an evolution) rather than an exact replica. 20 Take, for example, Pepe the Frog. 21 Pepe originated in a comic strip. 22 In this original guise, it "embodie[s] the philosophy of 'Feels good man."' 2 3 It then became a classic mutating meme, evolving to represent instead a variety of emotions, from sadness to smugness. 24 The meme was so pervasive and popular that a group of people decided to undercut its popularity by associating it with unsavory things. 25 Arguably, these people were "ironically" associating Pepe with white supremacy, but soon, genuine white supremacists co-opted the meme to be a symbol for white supremacy, 26 at which point they began posting it online; it was then shared by Donald Trump, Jr. Pepe has clearly evolved far beyond the original context of the comic strip and has become its own form of communication. In fact, Pepe is basically functioning as a "word" in and of itself, sufficient to stand on its own to communicate a message. You do not need to know more. Pepe, if you speak "meme," tells you a lot. And if you do not speak "meme," you can really run afoul by using Pepe in the wrong way.
Pepe is an extreme example of how mutating uses of memes can morph visual images into something completely different and new from what they started as. 3 1 A less extreme example of this would be the Socially Awkward Penguin meme. 32 This meme began life as a photograph of a penguin. 33 For reasons known only to the internet, it then morphed into a medium for communicating social awkwardness. 34 Like Pepe the Frog, only on a less extreme level, the Socially Awkward Penguin became, to someone in the know, a means of communicative shorthand to be used in conversation with others. It even developed its own conversational reply meme: Socially Awesome Penguin. 35 Importantly, the photographer of the penguin did not intend the penguin to stand as a symbol of social awkwardness. Unlike the use of the 9/11 photograph, the penguin photograph, like Pepe, has been completely removed from its orig- A final, slightly different example of a mutating use of a meme involved Kimberly Wilkins, who was interviewed for a local news report. 37 The news report was uploaded to YouTube, where it went viral. 38 It was made into a GIF and promptly moved to Tumblr, Twitter, and Facebook, where it morphed into a mutating meme through the use of endless replication and use, becoming a communicative shorthand employed in conversation. 39 Eventually, someone wrote a song that remixed the phrases she became famous for in the viral video. 40 The mutation here is a less abstract example than in the previous two examples, which focused on mutating meanings and instead is mutating on a more literal level. Wilkins's catchphrase ("Ain't nobody got time for that") retained its meaning; its medium was what mutated.
II. MEMES AND THE LAW So FAR
While visual memes have generated a fair amount of legal squabbling, there has not been much legal precedent involving them yet. The abbreviated legal record dealing with memes, however, illustrates the number of differing interests clashing over the use of visual memes. It also illustrates how a lack of acknowledgment of the spectrum of meme usage has led to scattershot legal understanding of how memes are functioning on the internet. 
See Socially

A. Memes and Intellectual Property
One of the first bodies of law implicated in visual meme disputes, unsurprisingly, has been intellectual property law.
4 1 However, copyright law has always been tricky to apply in the computer context, 42 and internet memes are no different. Especially problematic is the fact that memes can frequently seem like nothing more than ideas, which have a long history in copyright law as unprotected. 43 But ideas are appearing in a new medium that challenges the applications of the old doctrines. 44 The flourishing of meme culture seems to exist in direct opposition to the tradition of copyright law. 45 Copyright protection has never been absolute. Rather, there are a number of situations where use of an otherwise copyrighted work is appropriate without permission of the original copyright holder. Looming large among these is fair use, a judicially created doctrine that evaluates a number of factors to determine if a certain use of a work is permitted. 46 The factors of a copyright fair use analysis seem at home when applied to static memes but do a poor job of capturing the full value of mutating memes. the photograph on social media to participate in a "global conversation taking place on social media that day," and so that use should be treated differently from other uses of a photograph. 50 In effect, Fox News seemed to be arguing that "memage," in and of itself, is a transformative use that fair use should protect. Commentators seemed to agree by referring to the photograph as a "meme." 5 1 But to characterize it that way ignores the complex spectrum of meme usage that exists. And, even more troubling, it ignores the fact that Fox News's use of the photograph was a particularly static example of meme usage. Arguing for a single meme exception is both inappropriate and dangerous when a static meme is used to represent all memes.
The district court was hesitant to accept Fox News's premise of how it used the meme. The district court found a genuine question of material fact and appeared to conclude that Fox News may have used the meme to engage with its constituents in a way that would earn it more profits, making its use commercial and thus, in fair use jurisprudence, less likely to be protected by the courts. 52 The court was skeptical that Fox News's use of the photograph was transformative. 53 This makes sense, since Fox News's use was a static use. Fox News merely posted the original photograph, adding a hashtag phrase. 54 Because it was a static meme, the value seemed to be in the use of the photograph itself. There was no additional value being added by Fox News. The court was concerned that allowing Fox News's use of the photograph would gut the licensing market-for photographs on the internet. 5 meme, which was much less transformative than the mutating memes described above.
Understanding meme usage as a spectrum ranging from static to mutating helps to justify the North Jersey Media Group decision, while simultaneously leaving room for mutating memes to legally breathe. It also helps to explain the internet's response to a copyright case brought by the photographer of the famous dress photograph that, for a little while, dominated internet conversation.
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The dress appeared to be white and gold to some people and blue and black to other people. 5 7 The disagreements between people spurred an endless amount of internet conversation on evolution, psychology, astrology, gullibility, and the Power Rangers. 5 8 The photographer of the dress appeared on The Ellen DeGeneres Show 59 and was even offered a free dress. 60 She also hired lawyers to talk to BuzzFeed about royalty payments for its use of the photograph. 6 1 BuzzFeed was far from the only website on which photographs of the dress could be located, but BuzzFeed was one of the largest and, perhaps most importantly, a for-profit operation. 62 BuzzFeed's posting of the dress photograph arguably increased the prevalence of the photograph Prince, 714 F.3d 694, 709 (2d Cir. 2013)). However, the court might have been swayed by the fact that Fox News apparently makes a habit of utilizing photographs without paying for them in situations that are very clearly not meme usage. See on the various social media platforms. 63 BuzzFeed eventually settled the case by buying the copyright from her. 64 What is striking about the case of BuzzFeed and the dress meme is the internet's reaction of outrage. The outrage can be understood as being rooted in the fact that the use of the dress photograph was a mutating meme usage, far from the static way Fox News used the photograph of 9/11. The photograph was important not because it was a photograph of a dress (it was actually a pretty terrible photograph of a dress in which color and contrast combine to form an illusion), 65 but because of the cultural conversation around the photograph. The copyright holder claimed to have "created something of immense value."
66 But the internet disagreed: "[Wihat created the value was the ability of the internet to make it viral." 6 7 The value of the photograph was not as a copyrighted image but as a meme-and, more importantly, a mutating meme. The dress case makes clear that it is not only the interests of the copyright holder that should be acknowledged; there is also a very real interest possessed by those who use the mutating meme for its complex conversational value: "The fun of the picture, wasn't really the picture at all, but the psychological, physiological, and even sociological aspects of it's [sic] [e]ffect."
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Another mutating meme legal dispute provoked a similar bewildered reaction by internet users. Getty Images sent "a strongly worded copyright infringement notice" to a blogger who had used the Socially Awkward Penguin meme, alleging copyright infringement of the underlying penguin photograph. 69 The user had not been using the image commercially, and indeed, seemed indistinguishable from any of the many other internet users employing the Socially Awkward Penguin meme. 70 uses of memes, the blogger in question paid the demanded fee but did not stay silent. 71 Rather, the blogger took his case to the internet, using a different photograph of a penguin to offer commentary on Getty Images's behavior. 72 The internet expressed confusion that Getty Images could be allowed to stifle meme usage this way 73 : "In the six years that Getty and National Geographic have allowed the meme to flourish, it has far transcended Mobley's original photograph: It's a remix, a discourse, a pastiche assembled-like so much of popular Internet culture!-from the aggregated efforts of millions of people." 74 Many users of the internet do not understand memes as copyrighted things for which they have a privileged use. They understand them as "ideas" that are not "actually something you can steal."
7 5 This may be an understanding rooted in copyright law, but it requires an extra analytical step to see a copyrighted image as an idea, not a copyrighted image. The spectrum of meme usage can provide that analytical step: mutating memes, because of their unique characteristics, are more like ideas.
The attitudes of the district court toward Fox News's use of the 9/11 photograph and those of the internet toward the color-changing dress and Socially Awkward Penguin disputes are not irreconcilable. Rather, they can be seen as responding to different forms of use along the meme spectrum, one static and the other two mutating. These mutating uses increase the importance of the interests of the internet in using the memes, since the use of the meme is defined more by the internet than by the original user. In fact, one of the most noteworthy things about the Pepe the Frog meme is how explicitly the artist has acknowledged the interests of the internet at large in his decision not to pursue a judicial remedy. , 2017) , https://www.engadget.com/2017/09/18/pepe-th e-frog-creator-takes-legal-action-against-the-alt-right/ (explaining how Pepe's creator only ended up pursuing legal action through a cease and desist letter to fight against the use of Although Pepe's artist owns a copyright in him and could arguably try to selectively sue for copyright infringement in the use of the meme, Pepe's artist originally turned to the internet to try to fix his problems. 7 7 As has been stated previously, Pepe's artist was long silent on the subject of Pepe as a meme, but finally decided to step in and collaborate with the Anti-Defamation League, which had listed him as the creator of a hate symbol. 7 8 However, his desired choice to fight the situation was not to turn to the courts, but rather to turn to the collaborative communities who had turned Pepe into a meme in the first place, requesting that the internet try to drown out the bad Pepes with good Pepes. 79 This is an overt acknowledgment of how much meme users' interests stand out in a case of a mutating meme.
B. Memes and Privacy Law
The focus in an intellectual property law case is mostly on the wronged copyright holder. This focus makes sense in a static meme case, but downplays the contributions of those who use the meme in a mutating meme case. What it also does, however, is shortchange the rights of those depicted by the visual image. For instance, in the whole kerfuffle over the dress photograph, very little was mentioned about the actual designer of the dress. 8 0 The established precedent that the intellectual property rights belong to the taker of the photograph rather than the person depicted in the photograph leads to an inevitable splitting of interests regarding
Pepe by "alt-right" individuals).
77. 82 The copyright holder, though, is the only one with intellectual property rights in the photograph. The person depicted in the photograph must turn to privacy rights to try to control spread of the photograph. 83 However, privacy rights (like intellectual property rights) have long had an uneasy relationship with the internet, 84 and, furthermore, there seems to be an essential misunderstanding regarding what intellectual property laws accomplish and why. Increasingly, people who become memes wish to use often non-existent intellectual property rights to stop a meme. What might be less remarkable is whether straightforward copyright infringement reads like censorship when done for non-copyright-related reasons, due to the weird First Amendment quirks surrounding intellectual property law. 85 This condemnation is unfair, though, when it would be equally unremarkable to allow the person to protect their privacy. They have merely chosen the wrong vehicle.
Take, for example, the case of Kimberly Wilkins, whose news interview was turned into a widespread meme. 86 Wilkins, by all accounts, was not thrilled with the attention that this viral video had that copyright belonged to the news channel. Wilkins's harm was not an intellectual property one because she did not own any intellectual property rights. Rather, her likeness was being used in a way that she found undesirable, akin to a defamation cause of action. 89 Wilkins is not alone in finding herself at the center of a meme controversy and turning to intellectual property law to try to fix it. Those depicted in photographs that go viral often try to find ways to stop the photograph from being used. In some instances, they do this by purchasing the copyright. 90 In other instances, though, they do not even bother and send cease and desist letters alleging copyright infringement without consulting the actual photographer. 9 1
Even when not depicted in the meme itself, the copyright harm caused by memes is often more personal than the usual copyright infringement. For instance, the photographer of the photograph of Skittles that Donald Trump, Jr., used on Twitter to illustrate an argument against welcoming refugees sued for copyright infringement. 92 Although he did possess the copyright in the photograph at issue, the complaint reads more like a privacy tort complaint, with allegations that the photograph is being associated with "offensive" ideas (understandably, because the photographer is himself a ref- 
III. IDENTIFYING MEMES ALONG THE SPECTRUM
What is perhaps most telling about memes and the law are those situations where the parties seek to circumvent the law altogether, because those situations show that the law has ceased to be helpful in addressing the complicated questions at issue. Many copyright holders do not seem to consider the widespread usage of their memes to be actionable in court. 9 4 For example, creator of Pepe the Frog, faced with a meme that has gone so out of control that his name is now listed on hate symbol websites, did not go to court initially. Instead, he sought to fight the internet with the internet, asking for the same web culture that transformed his creation the first time to transform it back. 95 An open acknowledgment that memes exist along a spectrum of usage, some of which are seen by society as more worthy of protection than others, is a useful starting point for making the legal dialogue around memes more productive. Trying to classify all memes as equal risks outrage people with regard to usage on either side of the extreme. For instance, North Jersey Media Group might not be at all controversial, except for the possibility that it could be used to deter more mutating uses of memes that might otherwise be culturally valuable. Likewise, the assumption of many commentators that fair use would protect BuzzFeed's color-changing dress photograph is rooted in some assumption that that meme is different from others because it is a mutating meme.
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Pepe is an especially interesting example because it is one where application of a fair use analysis without an understanding of the mutating memes on the spectrum of meme usage would be harmful. Frequently in fair use analyses, courts have seemed hesitant to endorse use of a copyrighted work when the commentary being provided was not on the work itself. 9 the commentary has no critical bearing on the substance or style of the original composition, which the alleged infringer merely uses to get attention or to avoid the drudgery in working up something fresh, the claim to fairness in borrowing from another's work diminishes accordingly .... ); MCA, Inc. v. Wilson, 677 F.2d 180, 185 (2d Cir. 1981) (holding that since the defendants were not using the copyrighted song as an object of their song, there was "no discuss other things. 9 8 It was imbued with a separate symbolic meaning divorced from the original copyrighted work. Very few of the many people who have been involved with the Pepe the Frog meme through its many iterations ever knew the origin of Pepe the Frog. 99 Therefore, it would be difficult to argue that they were using Pepe the Frog with the intent to comment on the original Pepe the Frog message. In this situation, a fair use analysis of a meme could get mired in questions like: Why did they choose that particular image? Would not another one be just as good? Is it really an effective parody if it has become divorced from the original source? 10 0 Fair use's effect on the market factor is also challenging in a mutating meme situation. Very few people who employ memes are doing so "in order to secure access" to the underlying creative work. 101 Rather, they are using the meme as a meme. However, would their use qualify as a market substitute? Much like Fox News in North Jersey Media Group, could the users have just paid the copyright holder to license the character to have the same discussion?
Mutating memes are important to the cultural conversation, as social media has made clear. 102 Their continued development on the internet acts as an important record of ongoing social values and debate, 10 3 and they allow communication between different inneed to conjure it up" and therefore, their use of the song's melody was not fair use, but plagiarism).
98. See Furie, supra note 29 (discussing Pepe the Frog's origin as a peaceful frog before being turned into a hate symbol).
99. See id. This is not a situation unique to the Pepe the Frog meme. In a recent New Yorker article, Andrew Marantz notes that people keep throwing the name "Harambe" into political conversation. Marantz, supra note 8. Harambe was the name of a gorilla that was killed at the Cincinnati Zoo in 2016. When Marantz asked someone to explain the Harambe meme to him, rather than saying anything about the dead gorilla, the man replied, "It's a funny thing people say, or post, or whatever .... It's just a thing on the internet." Id. terest groups on a level that is otherwise difficult to achieve. However, this also makes them unique, and as such, not necessarily a good fit for how we traditionally deal with intellectual property. Copyright law is slow to adapt to new technologies. 10 4 As one court noted in a different computer-related context, memes might "look hauntingly like the familiar stuff of copyright," but "[a]pplying copyright law . . . is like assembling a jigsaw puzzle whose pieces do not quite fit."
See
10 5 If we cannot even define memes properly, it is difficult to anticipate that we will apply the law to them properly.
An acknowledgment that meme usage exists on a spectrum can allow the law to make more careful decisions about which memes should be protected and encouraged, and which memes deserve less protection. It would also provide more room for the privacy law issues that such memes raise, rather than trying to squeeze those issues into an intellectual property box.
"[C]ase law development is adaptive: it allows new problems to be solved with help of earlier doctrine, but it does not preclude new doctrines to meet new situations." 10 6 Rather than applying pre-existing laws as if they are blunt instruments, the spectrum of meme usage can be used to identify the factors that will allow a more careful slicing of protection limits. Static memes are not the type of meme most in need of encouragement for the continued flourishing of internet culture. Static memes look more like the typical use of a visual image that fair use is most adept at addressing. Mutating memes, however, deserve extra thought, as a number of their characteristics make them unique in today's discourse. These characteristics can be used by courts to help identify and place mutating memes on a spectrum that might necessitate more flexible legal protection.
sebastian-the-internet-is-insane; Payeehay (@payeehay), TUMBLR (Oct. 14, 2016), https: /payeehay.tumblr.com/post/151811015468/wehaveallgotknives-brinnzana-my-favorite. 105. Lotus, 49 F.3d at 820 (Boudin, J., concurring).
See id.
A. Evolution of Communicative Nature
The most important legal hallmark of mutating meme usage is that it evolves or "mutates" beyond the visual image's original context to communicate something different. For example, users use Pepe the Frog for its mutated message. What makes mutating memes so especially unique is that they are functioning as forms of communicative shorthand with lives far beyond their creator. Pepe might be a copyrighted image, but the use of Pepe as a mutating meme is much more like the use of an especially evocative word than the sharing of an image. Pepe, in fact, really only has the meaning that has been placed on it collaboratively by the users of the meme, giving it a life well beyond a simple illustration of a frog, and a meaning that, like our language itself, continues to evolve. 10 7 In fact, responding to the hatred evolution of the Pepe meme triggered people not to use words, but to use another frog with a different communicative message. 10 8 Pepe has, in part, stopped functioning as a creative copyrighted work and started functioning as a building block of a language, a method of communication.
10 9 Those who are merely reblogging or retweeting the altered meme are using it to indicate that they agree with the meme's new and continually evolving message, divorced from the original photograph itself. The expressive Pepe is now telling a very different story than it did originally. 110 In the static use of a meme, such as in North Jersey Media Group, the copyrighted work in question is not being used as a shorthand expressive symbol for some other concept that may otherwise be difficult to articulate. The user of the copyrighted work is not using the meme to communicate a new and different idea than originally intended; instead, it seems like the use of the image is merely functioning as a substitution for the original copyrighted work.
In a mutating meme case, the visual image has been imbued with meaning beyond the original. It is no longer a substitution for 109. See Schlinsog, supra note 104, at 197 (discussing the uncopyrightability of the "building blocks" of a video game).
Cf. id.
(describing how a video game was subject to copyright when it told the same story as another game). the original copyrighted work because it has morphed into something completely different, detached entirely from that origin. The internet has added expressive power to the image, tweaking it to serve the communicative needs of a particular community or perspective. Mutating memes become the way in which many different smaller hot topics get expressed back into the bigger whole. A person who recognizes the meme can understand the communication, but without knowledge of the particular meaning of the particular meme, the communication might as well be in another language.
These mutating memes, therefore, are a communicative tool used to interact more productively, more efficiently, and more effectively with the world around us. They are pure engines of expression with their own symbolic vocabulary; 1 1 1 they are a way in which humans interact. Like other invented languages, they began as the creative effort of a single human, but quickly, through collaborative efforts, expanded beyond their creator and took on a life of their own. 112 Although memes are a way of communicating that may not have existed a few decades ago, they can now be used fluently if one invests the time and effort. As essential building blocks of a communicative form, 113 these mutating memes fit uncomfortably into the existing intellectual property legal structure. They have ceased to function as intellectual property and have instead become more like a language. This is not an argument that they are uncopyrightable because they are popular; 114 rather, it is an argument that they are uncopyrightable because they are no longer creative protectable expressions, but rather communicative unprotectable ideas.
The way that inventors of languages speak of such languages emphasizes both their similarities to the way mutating memes function and the essential inability to own them: How does one own a language, given that languages are alive only so far as people use them? ...
Are Klingon and Na'vi and Dothraki speakers using a language owned by someone else, or do they in fact own it by virtue of their being the ones who use it for real communication?"1 5 A [constructed language] can't be copyrighted, and neither can a vocabulary; otherwise one could publish a dictionary, copyright all the words, and sue everyone who uses that language for royalties-even if the language is English. A specific definition can be copyrighted (the wording used to define a term), but not the word or its meaning in the abstract sense.
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The issue here is not whether the piece of creativity is expressive, it is that, even though it is expressive, no one can own it"7: "We do not think that the Court's statement that 'copyright assures authors the right to their original expression' indicates that all expression is necessarily copyrightable; while original expression is necessary for copyright protection, we do not think that it is alone sufficient."11 8 The fact that a meme might be a piece of creative expression should not prevent its use as a word in and of itself by those using it to communicate. 1 19 Many meme definitions refer to memes as "basic unit[s]" or "atom like" entities,1 20 which seems to support the internet's view that memes are no longer pieces of creative expression so much as they are the basic building blocks of cultural communication.
The idea that a piece of creativity that might otherwise be owned has become to some degree co-opted by the public at large is already explicitly recognized by copyright law's merger doctrine, 119. See id. at 816-17 (holding that expressive choices made in the design of a computer program do not preclude the expressions from being an uncopyrightable "method of operation"); see also Roberts, supra note 5 ("[Mlemes all become part of the alphabet, enabling richer, funnier, more contextual, more personalized communication than ever before. . . 120. See Johnson, supra note 6, at 104. which prohibits ownership of expression when there are only a limited number of ways to express the underlying idea. 121 Under the merger doctrine, "an idea and its particular expression become inseparable." 122 The doctrine allows people to communicate a very specific idea that they would not be able to express as effectively in any other way. Where the meme has become "necessarily incidental to [a] function," then it has stepped outside the realm of copyright. 123 In this way, mutating memes are like very quickly established scones et faire. Courts are already familiar with the fact that certain scenes become standard means used by storytellers to communicate a certain idea in quick shorthand. 124 In such a case, no one can own the scone & faire; it is a creative expression in which copyright ownership is prohibited. 125 So, much like a meme, a scne & faire is an expression that has become more like an idea. 126 However, each scone & faire started somewhere; someone was the first person to employ such a scene. 127 Over time, these scenes developed into clich6s that could no longer be protected. 128 The same process happens to memes, only at the accelerated rate typical of the twentyfirst-century internet. represents "the use of commonly known fictional situations to indicate an emotion or context that is extremely specific and can't necessarily be communicated with language alone." 13 0 The meaning of the meme is defined as:
[W]e're in a situation that any objective viewer would find inherently ridiculous, and are seeking acknowledgment from an invisible but much larger group that would agree with us, even though nobody in the situation would do so.
[W]e're putting ourselves in an outsider position, a less emotional position, and inherently a more powerful position, because we're not vulnerable to being laughed at like all the ridiculous people we're among.
[W]e're among them, but we're not with them, and the millions of people watching us on theoretical tv would be on our team, not theirs. 131
It is much easier to just encourage people to communicate this very specific idea and concept that is so difficult to articulate in "pure language," with "staring into the camera like we're on The Office."
Mutating memes have developed into useful items, being used to express very complex ideas that would be inefficient to force people to express otherwise. 132 In fact, so ingrained is the idea of using memes as a unique form of expression that, when asked to express themselves differently, internet users turn to other memes.
133
Courts have recognized the challenges presented by pieces of creativity that develop utility. "Utility does not bar copyright ... but it alters the calculus."
134 Fair use analyses can take into account the usefulness of a given piece of expression. 
132.
See Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 26 (1971) (expressing support for the idea that communication can be chosen for "emotive" force and that the Constitution protects "that emotive function which, practically speaking, may often be the more important element of the overall message sought to be communicated"); see also Carpenter, Meme Librarian, supra note 10 (describing the "mmm whatcha say" meme as "what you do when someone dies in a ridiculous way"); Johnson, supra note 6, at 105 (quoting RICHARD BRODIE, VIRUS OF THE MIND: THE NEw SCIENCE OF THE MEME 8 (2009) (describing a meme as a "complex idea that forms itself into a distinct memorable unit")). Unique protection for mutating memes can also find support in trademark law's genericism doctrine. This doctrine strips words of trademark value when they become the best way to describe the product or service at issue, like "escalator" or "aspirin," where forcing people to resort to some other way to communicate that idea would be undesirable. 136 Likewise, mutating memes are like pieces of expression for which there are few other equally effective ways of making the point, pieces of expression whose public value should be recognized.137
In recent years, judges have recognized that the expressive value of trademarks must be given breathing room for public use. Beyond their traditional commercial value, trademarks have been recognized to "have significant societal and cultural value" that gives the general public "an interest in using the cultural and expressive facet of some trademarks." 13 8 "[W]hen a trademark owner asserts a right to control how we express ourselves-when we'd find it difficult to describe the product any other way (as in the case of aspirin), or when the mark (like Rolls Royce) has taken on an expressive meaning apart from its source-identifying function," then the law cannot be applied mechanically, but must recognize the public's interest in speech.
139 "[T]he trademark owner does not have the right to control public discourse whenever the public imbues his mark with a meaning beyond its source-identifying function."
140
In a similar way, memes are otherwise protected phenomena that have gained such value that the public's interest in using them must be given special weight.
Mutating memes derive their cultural power from the fact that they evolve so heavily, but this also creates one of the most potent challenges to applying existing copyright law to them. While there are sensible doctrines rendering mutating meme usage permissible, copyright infringement is theoretically supposed to be judged at the time of the creation of the underlying work, not at the time of infringement.
14 1 This rule of law ignores all of the value that is built up in the mutating meme by those who use it after its creation. As such, courts should take into account special circumstances when they recognize a meme as mutating.
B. Collaboration
Another important characteristic of a mutating meme is collaboration. The best examples of mutating memes, like Pepe the Frog and Socially Awkward Penguin, spring from the input of many disparate strangers scattered across the globe. 142 Mutating memes do not always mean the same exact thing to all subsets of users on the internet, 143 nor should they. Part of the impact of memes is their ability to make new and different points across communities. 144 The dynamic nature of the mutating meme should be encouraged, not viewed with suspicion. 145 Additionally, because memes mutate and spread so quickly, their collaborative nature should become readily apparent. It is through use that language develops its meaning, 146 and that particular memes mutate to mean more than just the original communication.
Copyright law has long done a poor job of recognizing the value of creative collaboration. The "mastermind" theory of copyright law, which has been ascendant since Burrow-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, 147 has established a built-in bias against the idea that the voices of many can have an equal contribution in an act of creation. 148 For this reason, mutating memes' collaboration-one of their hallmark characteristics-also places them in an uneasy relationship with the way to determine copyright ownership. Much as evolution makes these memes difficult to analyze under existing 142. See Johnson, supra note 6, at 100 ("[T]he meme is no longer controllable by any one individual."); see, e.g., Pepe the Frog, supra note 21; Socially Awkward Penguin, supra note 32.
143. See, e.g., Furie, supra note 29 (noting that Pepe the Frog has symbolized various emotions and ideals).
144. See Patel, supra note 5, at 252 (describing how memes increase "avenues of expression" improving the ability to communicate). law, because it converts them to something more like a word than a copyrightable visual image, collaboration undermines the overriding copyright presumption that a discrete number of owners underlies every act of creativity. 149 Courts have noticed this phenomenon in other contexts, raising concerns when the value of a creative work "come[s] to reside more in the investment that has been made by users." 150 In such a situation, copyright law seems ill-equipped to recognize that value.
Part of the special value of mutating memes is their heavy collaboration. Those who seek to defend memes often make the argument that the value of memes comes from the users, not the original creator. 1 5 1 This is a point of controversy that courts have flagged before, but it should not be considered automatically problematic. Rather, this conflict should be recognized as limiting the effectiveness of applying existing law to memes as well as being part of what should be encouraged about these memes.
IV. USING THE MEME SPECTRUM TO GUIDE LEGAL ANALYSIS
Identifying meme usage across the spectrum should be merely the first step to determining the legal status of the meme. Not all static meme usages immediately infringe on copyrights, nor do all mutating meme usages immediately become permissible. Rather, identifying a meme as mutating or static helps the court determine whether the use at issue is one deserving special consideration because of its important function as a communicative tool, as opposed to one that would ordinarily be considered a licensing issue if it did not occur on social media. This approach is similar to that applied to computer programming languages. In such a context, there are no bright-line rules, but rather "nuanced assessment[s]" on a caseby-case basis, deserving of heightened examination because of the uniqueness of the communicative creativity at issue. 152 Because 149. See Aalmuhammed v. Lee, 202 F.3d 1227, 1235 (9th Cir. 2000) (denying someone co-authorship even though he made "very valuable contributions to the movie" because he was not the mastermind); Bell, supra note 148, at 1047 (explaining that the Aalmuhammed decision rested on the "default preference for a single owner" of a copyright); Tehranian, Parchment, Pixels, & Personhood, supra note 68, at 42, 83 (arguing that the presumption of single authorship is problematic in a world where work is made collaboratively).
150. memes sit at the center of the controversy over how far copyright extends to things that have become indispensable to daily use, as has been debated in previous technology-centric cases, 153 perhaps mutating meme usage should be added to the list of privileged uses most protected by the fair use doctrine. 154 A fair use analysis can adequately protect memes, but the best fair use analysis would acknowledge the uniqueness of each meme along the spectrum of use.
To the extent that the function of copyrights is to incentivize creativity, it does not seem like preventing the use of mutating memes is necessary. Moreover, it makes less sense to consider mutating memes as part of the traditional licensing scheme because of their special characteristics. Leaving the curation of mutating memes to big corporations would eliminate the multiplicity of voices that help give mutating memes their cultural value.
1 5 5 In striking a balance, after all, it is better in circumstances like these to allow some copying than lose an entire method of communication.
156 Courts should therefore keep the meme use spectrum in mind as they consider other factors.
A. Transformativeness
As the first fair use factor, transformativeness may look a great deal like a mutating meme usage. After all, a mutating meme is "altering the first [use] with new expression, meaning or message," as transfomativeness is defined. 1 5 7 However, in a mutating meme case, this factor should not require that the meme be commenting on the original. The fact that a mutating meme has become something beyond a mere copyrighted work should be explicitly acknowledged in this factor. In the context of internet memes, the utility of using a particular communicative tool to make more general social observations should be recognized. Languages, after all, 153. See Lotus, 49 F.3d at 814-15 (discussing copyright concerns for common computer commands such as "copy" and "print").
154. See id. at 821 (Boudin, J., concurring) (proposing a privileged use exception to deal with new copyright challenges).
155. See Roberts, supra note 5. Already, copyright enforcement is skewed by privileging certain voices over others. See Haridy, supra note 69. talk about different subjects. Klingon can be used in an episode of Star Trek or in a legal brief.
Nor should this factor focus on identifying who made the original commentary. The court in North Jersey Media Group chastised Fox News's posting of the 9/11 photograph for not containing any original idea on the part of [Fox News]; some other person first thought to combine the two photographs, and the phrase "#neverfor-get" was a ubiquitous presence on social media that day. Thus Fox News' [sic] commentary, if such it was, merely amounted to exclaiming "Me too." Analyzed from that perspective, the posting does not begin to constitute the creation of "new information, new aesthetics, new insights and understandings" required for finding a transformative purpose.
158
In the context of the static meme usage at issue in North Jersey Media Group, this evaluation makes sense. However, users should not be punished for reposting mutating memes in their evolved communicative sense just because they were not the original trigger of the new meaning imposed on the work in question. Indeed, memes often originate anonymously, suggesting that there is no association with any one point of origin.
159
B. Commercialism
It might be straightforward to use commercial intent to try to decide what happens with a certain meme. Commercialism, after all, is another factor that is already important to copyright analyses.
1 6 0 BuzzFeed and Fox News are both for-profit enterprises.
161
Their purposes are never entirely going to be to engage in the cultural conversation of the internet in the way that an average Facebook user might, because they always have an additional purpose of using their engagement in the conversation to make more money. Therefore, it might be tempting to immediately consider it less likely that BuzzFeed and Fox News are truly using memes to fulfill a communicative function that needs to be protected. In most of these cases, the photographs were used merely to illustrate news stories and were not really used as memes at all, or at best, were used as extremely static memes. See id.
Commercial purposes can indicate that a meme is not being used for a true mutating meme function as a means of communicative shorthand. When corporations take photographs posted online of users wearing their clothes and then put those photographs on their own websites, for instance, such postings would not be considered a mutating meme usage deserving of protection. 162 Many mutating memes become so widespread that they are co-opted for use in the advertising of disconnected, unrelated businesses,163 including independent merchandising. 164 This commercial use should cut against a finding that the use of the meme is mutating and protected. If consumers would believe a meme is being used in a way to encourage the purchase of a particular product-as opposed to just regular conversational engagement-then that is not a mutating meme use that should be protected. If a mutating meme is indeed functioning like a language, then it should not be monetized by an entity without justification, and a proper balance should be struck between the intent of the meme's source and those trying to exploit monetary value from the meme, as opposed to expressive value.
But commercial use on the internet-especially on social media-can be a complicated question. 165 Social media users are curating and developing their own particular brands, which they are presenting to the rest of social media, and use memes to achieve that purpose in the same way that corporations do. 166 In fact, everything on social media is advertising at some level-a level that has become increasingly difficult to determine.167 Social media is a "gray zone," where the terms and services of the social media sites themselves can operate to turn an obviously non-commercial family album into something that looks more commercial. 168 Some courts have even implied that any benefit at all could implicate commercialism, 1 69 and it is hard to think of any human activity that is done for zero benefit. Theoretically, pleasing one's followers could be considered a benefit or merely just making a connection with others. Donald Trump, Jr., was not using the photograph of Skittles to engage in a commercial endeavor, but he was using it entirely to promote his own interests. Granted, his interests are political in nature, but the intertwining of money and politics makes this line blurrier and blurrier. 170 Difficult lines will have to be drawn: Should courts draw the line at corporations? Forprofit corporations as opposed to non-profit corporations? What if one is a celebrity? Should he or she be considered a corporation for these purposes? And how does someone even rate what a "celebrity" is? Is it someone who has earned a little blue checkmark next to their name on Twitter? And how does one deal with the phenomenon of "micro-celebrities?" 17 1 Are their actions treated commercially as well? At any rate, the enormous value of the social media companies whose businesses depend so heavily on meme communications would definitely seem to imply that all memes carry with them a very commercial consequence.
172
The important communicative value of mutating memes indicates why, as opposed to a more static meme, there may actually D.N.Y. 1980 ) (analyzing the benefit a network television channel gained from using movies during a special broadcast).
170. See The Nib (@thenib), TWITTER (July 25, 2016, 9:10 PM), https://twitter.com/ thenib/status/757790230350929921 (criticizing the GOP twitter account for using a popular internet meme without paying the artist).
171. See Thompson, supra note 166 ("Microcelebrity is the phenomenon of being extremely well known not to millions but to a small group-a thousand people, or maybe only a few dozen.").
172. See Remsen, supra note 1 (explaining how social media sites, to function as businesses, rely on the ability to share and sell their users' photos and information through terms of service and privacy policies). be a lot of harm in interpreting commercial implications too broadly to stop the memes. If BuzzFeed's commercial posting of a meme is prohibited, then websites like BuzzFeed may be discouraged from posting such photographs, which, in turn, may deprive the internet of the value of a new meme. If the dissemination of a mutating meme is providing an important communicative function by allowing people to engage in a public commentary and debate what might otherwise be lost, that might raise concern. The commercial venture might be co-opting some value, but is it the value of the image or the value of the mutating meme's communicative power?
At the same time, there are companies whose entire business model is to wait for a photograph to go viral, buy the rights, and then assert ownership. 173 In that situation, the new copyright holder has bought a copyright to a visual image, but really wanted to buy the expressive power of the mutating meme. The complicated nature of the commercial intent in those circumstances should also be considered so that copyright holders cannot en masse seek to silence many uses that may be socially valuable and constitute fair use at the end of the day. Getty Images's cease and desist to the bloggers using the Socially Awkward Penguin meme is a good example of this. 174 Getty may be the copyright holder, but it should not be allowed to selectively silence internet speakers in this way. 175 In fact, it is unknown how many internet speakers are silenced each day by questionable copyright claims, considering Getty demanded that the bloggers in question not tell anyone that Getty had contacted them. 17 6 Because memes are so valuable as a communicative tool rather than as a piece of creativity, requiring a more traditional licensing scheme runs the risk of stifling a great deal of speech that might not be subsequently saved by a fair use defense. Take, for example, the "This is fine" meme that shows a dog, sitting in a caf6 that is going up in flames all around him, calmly proclaiming, "This is 173. See Johnson, supra note 6, at 99 (discussing the rush to trademark words and catchphrases that go viral); Patel, supra note 5, at 237; see also cating his point, however. He did not need that particular photograph to make his point (or indeed any photograph at all). 183 The Skittles photographer's actions in this circumstance would not have stifled any speech in a way that should cause concern.
C. Individual Harms
Finally, courts should not lose sight of the fact that much of the harm in mutating meme usage falls not on the copyright holder but on those depicted in the visual image. It is certainly an individual harm that is sought to be vindicated in many cases, under the guise of copyright. For instance, Axl Rose sent many Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA") takedown notices rooted in copyright regarding a particular unflattering photograph of himself that had developed into a meme. 184 However, it was unclear whether he really owned the copyright in the photograph; what seemed clearer was that he sought to "cleanse the web" of the photograph because of the purpose for which the image was being used: to mock Axl Rose.185 It is common to use intellectual property law as a backstop to privacy law failings. 186 In the case of Moreno v. Hanford Sentinel, Inc., the court was largely unsympathetic to a plaintiff whose social media posting had been republished in the local newspaper. 187 The court found that, "once posted on MySpace.com, [the] article was available to anyone with internet access." 188 The fall-out from the posting's republication was harsh and immense, including death threats and a gunshot fired at the poster's family home. 189 However, the court found that the public posting on social media 190 The court noted in a footnote, though, that it was not deciding the issue of whether the republication was copyright infringement.
19 1
While not explicitly stating so, this opinion nevertheless suggests the possibility that copyright law can be used to push back against the elimination of privacy rights. 192 This, however, is an imprecise solution. There may be no right not to be mocked mercilessly, 193 but, to the extent that there should be protection, sometimes it is better to address that desire head-on than to try to slip it into copyright law, which has never been about "feelings." Moreover, using copyright law to address the issue fails to acknowledge the First Amendment protections that are otherwise considered when evaluating a privacy law situation, which arguably could lead to over-protection.
4
While some fallout is predictable from the sharing of a photograph in public, such behavior should not be considered some sort of implied consent to everything that follows, no matter how extreme. 195 All privacy should not be treated as eliminated, 196 in much the same way that stepping outside does not entitle people to treat us however they wish. Society has begun to recognize the harm that can be caused by the widespread viral circulation of otherwise private-yet publicly posted-photographs. 197 The law should also be cognizant that this sort of unjustifiable harm can be caused by memes, both static and mutating. 198 For instance, a recent case out of the Middle District of Tennessee involving a photograph of an overweight child with Down Syndrome permitted a privacy right claim to move forward. 199 There may be an argument that users agreed to this use in the terms and conditions of the website itself. 200 Such consent might be considered in granting a license, either express or implied, for the waiver of publicity rights, 20 1 but privacy right issues in the form of severe emotional distress should still be protected and not waived by form contracts. At any rate, such waiver in the terms and conditions of a site would not be effective against the individual users of that site.
202
A mutating meme functions more like a communicative symbol than like a piece of creativity. Therefore, it should be treated like a piece of language. One might have the intellectual property right to say a certain sentence, but that right might be taken away by a conflicting privacy or publicity right. 203 Much as the use of the expressive tools of language are limited in what one can use that language to do to others, memes should be limited as well.
This does not necessarily mean that all private individuals can block all memes in which they are featured, nor does this view necessarily argue in favor of a right to be forgotten. 204 After all, if the individual has indeed posted the photograph in question to a public place, there is some expected attendant loss of privacy in usual internet usage. 205 Furthermore, not all consequences of becoming the subject of a meme are automatically bad. The little boy who was turned into "Success Kid" turned to the internet years later for assistance in finding a kidney donor for his father, raising more than $100,000 to help fund the care needed for his father's recovery. 206 The child's mother stated, "There's not a single thing we regret about 'Success Kid."' 2 0 7 She tweeted after the successful appeal, "Dear internet: I love you so damn much." 2 08 The Success Kid is not alone in his positive meme experience, either. 209 Other objects of memes have used their sudden and unexpected internet fame to bring attention to charities, 210 or to sell their own merchandise. 211 But where the consequences are sufficiently outrageous, closer attention should be paid.
There may be practical issues in trying to sue the entire internet, of course. In that case, providing recourse against a website like BuzzFeed that chooses to publicize a meme causing emotional distress creates much less concern than when the site gives a spotlight to an otherwise acceptable mutating meme.
CONCLUSION
As the internet moves forward, it will surely come up with more ways of advancing communications, as anyone who has tried to untangle an emoji-laden message can attest. These new methods of communication should not be automatically dismissed as if they fit neatly into recognized methods of legal classification. Nor should they be allowed to exist merely on the kindness of the copyright holders, which provides little comfort to those who want to engage with the forms of communication.
2 1 2 Rather, we should continue as a society to think critically of the policies we wish to advance and thoroughly examine these new methods of communication.
Copyright law exists to incentivize creativity. In protecting copyright, we should not ignore the realities of the fact that there are other, newer forms of creativity also deserving of our appreciation and support. This article proposes a recognition that the term "meme" means a wide variety of new and interesting modes of communication, ranging along a spectrum of behavior, some of which are so unique and valuable that they should be carefully protected by thoughtful legal analysis. This article identifies the characteristics that make mutating memes so unique and suggests guidance for how recognition of mutating memes' uniqueness can inform their legal status. The challenges posed by these memes are tricky and complex, but no more so than any of the many challenges that intellectual property laws have already faced. The questions may have no easy answers, but that is perhaps all the more reason why we should debate them.
212. See Schlinsog, supra note 104, at 187 (suggesting that copyright law needs to catch up to the evolving technologies); KYM Office of Cease & Desist Records, supra note 4 (showing how many cease and desist letters Know Your Meme has gotten, which could deter people from using memes if they do not want to face similar legal action); Spillane et al., supra note 3 (discussing how people may face times in countries where freedom to share images of building and art is restricted).
